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We are humans - and at risk of stating the obvious… 

we have to eat to  fuel our activity and maintain the systems of the 

body.

Eating food is obviously an essential part of life.

Eating good food in the right amounts is going to fuel us properly, and

make the systems of the body work efficiently.

Food that isn’t good for us or is the wrong quantity

(too much or too little)  not only give us the wrong type and amount of

fuel, but can actually attack the systems of the body, and make us feel

ill, lethargic, lead to disease, overweight or even death, 
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So you would think that as we know all of these things, we would all 

strive at all times to eat the best possible food in exactly the right 

amounts.

Given most people who would be watching this has access to enough

food, and gets to choose what they cook and eat.

We know that very few people do eat entirely healthily or in the exactly

appropriate amounts,

Yet almost everyone has the aim of being healthy, feeling great and

well... not dying.

There must be other reasons.

Habit can play a big part - which can be learned in childhood from

parents, or simply picked up as we go along.

For us, the Power Cells are there to create habit,

As are the fitness challenges

And the daily tagging

And the weekly reflection.
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Lack of support from those around you can make a big impact too - 

making it much more difficult to maintain consistency.

However, surrounding yourself with people with similar goals is shown

to be a huge factor in success.

So being part of the Sisterhood definitely helps with that; the more you

embrace the stuff we do, the more that will work for you

Especially if you are not surrounded with overly helpful people at

home, or you are on your own.

Time-management can play a part - if there is little time left in the day

to plan, shop for and cook food - then choosing quick, ready-made

convenience food seems like a necessary option.

The problem with that, is that the very available food tends to be the

least healthy.

Which is why we have the Time Management Mastery in The Vault.

As you’ve noticed by now, the stuff isn’t random, it’s to help make your

life easier...

Many people successfully make changes to their eating by trying to

 change their habits, refocus how they use their time, source accurate

information, and surround themselves with supportive people.

That should be enough for most people to make things work 

BUT others do all of that - yet still find themselves unsuccessful.
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So this is the point where we need to delve a bit deeper, look more 

closely at what’s going on, and examine if what’s happening is what is

called: 

At this point it’s often useful to look at Emotional Eating - to see if there

are clues there that can help unlock the reasons that the more obvious 

things have been unsuccessful.
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Emotional eating is the practice of consuming food, whether too much

or too little, in response to feelings instead of hunger.

It doesn’t always have to be negative emotion:

Happier Celebrations like the Christmas season, Easter and even

Weddings can cause overindulgence - and even ‘getting comfortable’

snuggling up with a partner and indulging a little too often for a little

too long.

If food related celebratory eating has gone on way after the

celebrations have ended, or longer than maybe it should have, we

could say the resultant over-eating is a form of emotional eating,

(with a little bit of habit and lack of support thrown in)

However, as annoying as this probably is to hear,

There is no getting away from the fact that - persistence and discipline

is what will get anything important achieved.

After this session, when you are thinking about how you are going to

move forward, while it may be tempting to just say ‘I emotionally eat’,

if what you need is to dig in, show persistence and discipline, with

whatever reminders, support and help you need -

Then you know what it is you need to do.
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So what is emotional eating?
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 Frantic mornings with children.
 Days that overrun.
W orking through lunch to meet deadlines
M aking sure that everyone else is organised and fed.

You can put yourself so low on the priority list that your own food

becomes an afterthought. When you're hungry, your brain after

politely ahemmm-ing to you all day will eventually shout:

Unhealthy eating can be caused by 'unresolved' emotions.

Let's consider some common negative emotional triggers.

As we explore them; note down any that you feel apply to your

situation, or ring any kind of bell

These are the triggers that people have that cause them to eat the

food they later wish they haven't.

"Give me the most calorie-dense  sugariest, quickest food now“ 

"or so help me, I'm going to put us on strike."

(or I think I can totally do everything, be a perfect mum, wife, 
employee/boss, live in a showhome, have killer abs and an amazing butt )
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Negative emotions:

#1 Wonder Woman Syndrome
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need to feel hungry)

(we doWhile getting in touch with the satiety cycle is a great idea, 

If you are ravenous, your decision-making can go out of the window 

and again the instinctive FEELING part of your brain will naturally 

override the logical.

If you miss breakfast for example, you may not have eaten since 7pm

the previous evening, and if you have lunch at 1pm … that means you

haven’t eaten for 18 hours!

Unless you had purposely planned to do intermittent fasting, 

(and obviously if you did you would be organised for that), getting

TOO hungry means you eat much more in the long run, than you

would have had you eaten regularly, and you automatically choose

the sorts of things that don’t meet with your healthy aims.

So whilst not emotional exactly, the frantic nature and stress of a

hectic schedule will often make you eat in a way you wouldn't

normally do.

Wonder Woman syndrome absolutely applies to exercise as well.

You know you need to

You totally mean to

But you have managed to run out of time and energy by the end of the

day so you end up just flopping into bed..

Even though you think you can do it all without looking after yourself,

Emotional Eating. - Google Docs
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IT.
JUST. 
DOESN’T. 
WORK.

So whilst not strictly an emotion - Wonder Woman Syndrome (or 

maybe we could have been mean and gone with Burning Martyr 

Syndrome) is important to address head on.

Don't be tempted to put the things you need to do for yourself off.

It doesn’t serve you.

It means you end up burned out

You run out of resources and energy.

But for our purposes, if you’re being Wonder Woman - it could well be

the reason you find it so hard to stick to the goals you have.

We’ve put all of our FOOD resources under Power Up too - and that

isn’t by mistake.

Many of you are scheduling in exercise every day - which is brilliant

but drinking enough water and making time to plan, shop and eat your

food needs to be scheduled in too.

Emotional Eating. - Google Docs
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The way we deal with food can be a representation of how we feel

about ourselves.

Many of those feelings may not even be conscious.

Once you understand how those feelings can translate to how you

approach your food, then you can start to do something positive about

it.

Boredom eating is like driving on auto-pilot when we don’t actually

remember the journey home, so our eating can absolutely be set to

auto-pilot.

If we find ourselves in a habitual pattern, we can be in an almost

hypnotic state.

Children to bed.

Cork out of the bottle,

Snacks in the bowl,

ALL without noticing.

Pretty soon we look for the bag of Doritos and realise we’ve already

scoffed it.

So that one isn’t that complicated. Like a lot of things - Simple but not

easy.

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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Giving your brain NOVEL STIMULUS,

will interrupt the autopilot, break the trance and give you the

opportunity to actively do something different.

Interrupt the pattern, disrupt the boredom and break the chain of

boredom eating.

We have to perform what we call a Pattern-Interrupt. Very similar to

what we do in hypnosis.
 

Go into those subprogrammes we find ourselves unconsciously

running, and replace them with something else.

Solving boredom is how we solve boredom-eating.

Thinking of the times that you reach for this, send out for that, or

finding yourself raiding the snack cupboard

Emotional Eating - Negative Emotions

; what could you be doing

instead?

Is it sitting in front of the TV that has you reaching for the snacks?
If so, could you listen to the radio as you do a puzzle or a craft?
How could you do things differently?
Mix up your routine?
Put things in different places?
Start a project?
Learn a language?
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More relevant than ever, loneliness can lead to overeating or eating in

a way that you otherwise wouldn’t choose to.

Loneliness can trigger cravings for social interaction in your brain just

as hunger causes cravings for food, according to new research.

Researchers from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and

the Salk Institute scanned the brains of 40 healthy, social adults after

10 hours of either fasting or social isolation.

They found that after being alone, participants' neurological responses

to social cues were similar to hungry people reacting to food  — that

is, certain areas of the brain linked to cravings were activated. 

And parts of the brain respond to loneliness much like they react to

hunger

For an isolated person, a picture of people laughing together caused

the same areas of the brain to light up as when a hungry person looked

at a big plate of pasta. That suggests that our brain considers social

interaction to be a basic need,

When we can’t get that social interaction, our brain looks for other

available rewards to fill in the gaps. It remembers that food gives us

the same response and literally replaces one with the other.

So if the eating is in response to loneliness

Emotional Eating - Negative Emotions
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then tackling that, as best as you can at

the moment, is likely to help.

it's really important to make sure you see them as often as possible

Take advantage of online interaction with Zoom, online classes - and

groups like this!  

Be careful not to hide away on your own, as you are way more likely

to replace those feelings of companionship with food.

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous

So, if eating is in response to loneliness 

(which ties into boredom too) 
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Reports of people seriously suffering from Anxiety and Low mood In a 

way, two sides of the same coin are also much higher during the 

Pandemic, for obvious reasons. So people feeling worried or anxious 

tend to focus on what MIGHT happen - and those worries seem to be 

confirmed by everything we see and hear in the media.

People suffering from Low Mood may tend to ruminate over things that

have already happened.

If you believe you have Depression or serious Anxiety (other than

would would be expected at a worrying time)

Please don’t hesitate to contact your GP.

As I’m going to keep saying until it gets boring, I'll say again - food can

be the closest and most available representation of emotional

discomfort.

Addressing the emotion - is very likely to address the eating.

I wrote a post on FB which might prove useful in this.

Like separating a ball of string into its individual strings; Identify the the

specific things that are bothering you.

If it’s lots of things - perhaps the Overwhelm challenge is the place to

start.

But otherwise, tackle one thing at a time, and you’ll find things easier to

manage.

Emotional Eating - Negative Emotions
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This will have a positive effect on how you relate to food - when you 

have a clear association with what food has stepped into replace. 
 

Can you create a step by step plan to resolve the issues?

You’ll find the food situation becomes much more manageable, or

even resolves itself.

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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Even if you are not feeling lonely, if you are experiencing lack of 

empathy from those around you, what can happen  is often called 

comfort eating.

To your brain, food is a logical self-soothing reward.

This is heightened if food, particularly cakes and sweets were how you

were rewarded as a child.

That stuff has gone deep into your hard wiring

Sugar and simple carbs light up the pleasure centres of the brain.

Hurt feelings, or being stuck in a difficult relationship or work situation

can feel as raw and painful as grazing your knee as a child.

In fact more, as the pain endures - we know the grazed knee is going

to feel better.  But this is trickier.

If the situation is making you feel pain, and your amygdala's job is to

keep you safe and happy, you're going to strongly crave junk food

until the situation is dealt with.

It’s like removing a thorn in a paw.

Deal with the situation and you are left with the much simpler task of

forming new habits.

If there are difficult conversations to have, then we have resources in

The Vault and a whole training like this about it.

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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This stuff can begin in childhood or earlier life.

Maybe a parent had difficult relationship with food (or instilled that in

you)

Maybe it’s around things in adult life, that you are still beating yourself

up over.

It can be conscious - things that you remember, or just a feeling that

you can’t really work out the reason for.

Sometimes this plays out in restriction - not eating enough - and the

withholding of food is a form of punishment.

In serious disease like Bulimia and Anorexia, this can even develop into

a starvation or binge/purge cycle.

Emotional Eating - Negative Emotions

#6 Feelings of Shame or Guilt
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Other times the emotion plays out with overeating as a kind of self- 

loathing “why would I give someone like me healthy food?  I deserve to 

be overweight”

The answer here is to Make the unconscious (or slightly jumbled)

shame conscious.

Face it head on.

Start writing about it.

Where do you feel shame?

What do you feel guilty about?

Unless you have actually been killing people and hiding the bodies

under the patio - guilt and shame are rarely an appropriate response

to events.

They are definitely never helpful ones.

Once you see them on paper -

Face them,

Own what has or hasn't happened

And give yourself the permission to forgive yourself and move on,

You’ll find your relationship with food becomes MUCH more

straightforward.

Emotional Eating - Tips
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If your thinking throws up things that you think you might need 

professional help with, find a counsellor, talk to your GP and let us

know (we know people)

So you can move into a brighter, guilt-free future.

If this, as any of the points, doesn't apply to you... just keep them in 

mind for the future.

You might find you'll be useful to someone else that has these issues

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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 Remember you are not Wonder Woman.  
Don’t run yourself ragged.  Your eating is likely to suffer. Schedule
time in for food, planning, preparing, eating.  If you’ve planned, 
have the food to hand - you are much more likely to succeed.

 Don’t let yourself get bored.  
Plan things to do. Mix up your routine. Move cupboards about.
 Reposition the dining table.  Anything to jolt you out of that
routine that you want to break free from.

 If you have low mood/feelings of anxiety and you need
professional help - seek it. 
Otherwise do some work on identifying the aspects of your life or
situations that cause you to feel like that, and take action to
combat them. Talk to the group if you need help to do that.

 Have the conversation.  
If people around you are causing those feelings, and it’s safe to
do some, make a time to address how things are for you.  Have a
look at the Vault resources on Motivational interviewing and
having difficult conversations if you need some techniques.  But
be brave.  Get it done.

 Let it go.  
If you have feelings of Shame or Guilt - work out where they are
coming from and give yourself the permission to let those things
go. We are where we are.  Time is linear and only moves forward.
 There is no going back anyway. Focus on what’s next and don’t
bring the past with you or you will keep those feelings alive and
continue to affect your food relationship. Once you do, you’ll feel
so much lighter and more in control.

To summarise:

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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It’s the weekend. It’s raining. You’ve got nothing to do. Instead of 

wandering into the kitchen all day, why not get out a project that you 

love and focus on that all day? As we said earlier - Keeping yourself 

busy and having some purpose is a great way to distract yourself from 

the munchies.

Peppermint is actually an appetite suppressant, and if you brush your

teeth immediately after eating, it will help take away the desire to 

nibble on food in the hours after. Chewing gum has the same effect. 

Brushing teeth is also great for healthy teeth and gums.

Sometimes boredom eating stems from poor awareness of your eating

habits. If you’ve slipped a bit, do another food audit for a week,  to

bring things back on track . Itwill make you much more aware of what, 

when and why you’re eating. The first step to combating problem 

behaviour is an awareness of what the problem is in the first place.

This is a key step. There is interesting research around the importance 

of your food environment and how easy it is to access certain foods. 

People often eat things “because it’s there”. If it’s not there, you can’t eat

it.  Make sure you’ve eaten enough (See UOF if you need to work out 

how much is enough) and that you’ve drunk enough water.  Have 

alternatives to hand.

#4. Do A Life Audit

#3. Have an ongoing project

#2. Chew gum or brush your teeth

#1. Don’t keep snack food in the house

Emotional Eating - Tips

 (simple not easy)Practical Tips
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Meal planning is an essential part of good food awareness. If you 

ensure that all your meals and snacks are accounted for and planned

into your day, this will help you stay in control of your food choices 

and your appetite. If you start to feel hungry or bored, it may be time

for your next scheduled meal or snack, which means you can go 

ahead and eat. If it is not time for your next scheduled meal or snack,

then you’ll know to wait and find something else to do. Don’t be afraid

of being a bit hungry - but make sure you get those maintenance 

calories on board and spread out through the day.

If you are feeling bored and tempted to wander into the kitchen, one of

the best things to do is leave the house and give yourself some

physical activity. It will be good for your health in so many ways and 

help you kill some time.

Find a ‘hands-on’ activity or hobby that you enjoy. When you keep your

hands busy, you can only do one activity at a time – your hands will be 

too busy to be reaching for food.  Mindless scrolling., watching TV or 

reading don’t keep your hands busy, and you may be more tempted to 

eat at the same time. Instead, do a craft, play an instrument, do an 

online course, tinker in the garage, garden, paint, clean…

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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#7. Go for a walk

#5. Plan your meals

#6. Give your hands something to do



That Boredom eating can be a substitution for personal fulfilment and

satisfaction. Most of us like having satisfying things to do, and one 

thing that provides that satisfaction is food. If you can set yourself 

achievable tasks every day, you can satisfy your desire for fulfilment 

without the need for random snacking. 

At the start of your day, write out a “to do” list that can be completed

within that day, and then go through that list and complete as many

tasks as you can. Better yet for those who have completed the

overwhelm challenge or Time Mastery - get your Eisenhower Matrix

ship shape and tackle those Urgent important ones each day for

maximum satisfaction.  You will be too busy to be bored!

If you really need to have some hand-to-mouth action, then carry a 

water bottle with you and sip on it regularly.

It can really help satisfy the need to snack on food. It will also ensure

you stay well hydrated, which can help keep you better in control of 

your appetite. 

Dehydration will make you hungrier and thirsty and more likely to eat

or drink something high in energy even if you don’t need it.

#8. Keep a water bottle with you

#9. Set yourself daily achievable tasks
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#11 Practice Mindful Eating

#10. Make sure you’re eating properly

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous

It may sound a little obvious, but many people struggle with excessive 

snacking and blame it on boredom eating when it’s really due to the

fact that they’ve been too restrictive throughout the day and by the

afternoon they’re actually really hungry. 

Combine that with boredom or mindlessness, and you’ve got a recipe 

for overeating. 

Ensure your main meals are large enough and full of nutrient-rich, 

whole foods. It’s much easier to say ‘no’ to a sneaky afternoon

chocolate when you’re full and satisfied on healthy foods.

We have two mindfulness courses in the Vault both of which tackle 

food.

I would definitely recommend you watch those and try the mindful 

eating practices as well as the bigger picture stuff around shopping, 

cooking and eating.

If you master Mindful Eating - being very conscious of what you plan,

things you choose, how you cook and when you eat - you slow down,

enjoy your food more, and feel more satisfied.

The result of that is eating the food you choose to eat that you’ll be

happy that you did
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Use a day to take control of the coming week's food.

 Sunday is often useful, but whatever works.

 Create a weekly food plan which includes healthy, protein rich snacks.

Consider ditching the snack cupboard altogether, and if children are

going to have some of the less healthy kind, 'bag up' the daily snack

allowance in individual bags with the name of the day and child

involved sharpied onto each bag.

This also serves as a bargaining tool for things you want them to get

done.

This way there are no multipacks of crisps for example, that just get

replaced as they empty,

Emotional Eating - Your Ideas

How will I take control of food planning/snacking?

Food Planning
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Take some time to think about the times when worry or low mood

seem to coincide with your unhelpful eating, or trigger..

Think about the times you know you eat from boredom.

Identify them and brainstorm some ideas of what you’ll do instead. 

Things that won't make you feel deprived.

Then set yourself reminders to do them!

  

What are the times/triggers that I tend to eat/drink alcohol from 

boredom (Repeat for as many as you can think of)

  

Example: Time: 8:30pm 

Trigger Action: Children in bed, TV on 

Food/Drink: Tube of Pringles, Glass of Wine 

Alternative action: Play a board game, Scrapbooking, Online Course

Alternative food/drink: Veg & Hummus, Alcohol free cocktail

  

Time: _________________________________________________________ 

Trigger: Food/Drink: : __________________________________________ 

Alternative action: : ____________________________________________ 

Alternative food/drink: : ________________________________________ 

  

Time: _________________________________________________________ 

Trigger: Food/Drink: : __________________________________________ 

Alternative action: : ____________________________________________ 

Alternative food/drink: : ________________________________________

Boredom Triggers

Low Mood + Worry/Anxiety
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Where are the places your brain takes you to when you feel those 

things? 

Can you pinpoint the exact emotion connected with that - rather than

the ‘thing/person/place’ itself. 

Then you can work out WHICH emotion you would rather feel in each

of those issues. Once you do, you can take baby steps towards the

emotion you want to move towards.

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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What's happening around me?:__________________________________

What emotion am I feeling?_____________________________________

What emotion would I prefer to feel?_____________________________

What small step towards my desired emotion could I take?

______________________________________________________________

What's happening around me?:__________________________________

What emotion am I feeling? _____________________________________

What emotion would I prefer to feel?:_____________________________

What small step towards my desired emotion could I take?

______________________________________________________________
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      When I notice I'm eating because of 
            uncomfortable emotions:
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Situation 1:

Situation 2:



 Things that need to be made clearer
B oundaries that need to be put in place

R elationships / friendships / situations that need to be mended,
revisited or even ended.  
Do you feel you are owed an apology? Some gratitude? More
respect? More care?

Emotional Eating - Your Ideas

Do I need to deal with an issue?

Jot your ideas below or on a notepad
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Feelings of guilt and shame are most often inappropriate and

destructive emotions.

If you have feelings of guilt or shame, what can you forgive yourself

(or other people in your life) for, in order that you can move on?

Could you write yourself/the other person a letter of forgiveness. (This

is just for you - you don't need to send it!)

Emotional Eating - Wise & Gorgeous
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Guilt or Shame


